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Maths    Comparing and ordering fractions 

English: Reading 

Our Curriculum  What are the different climates in Antarctica? 

     

 
 

 

English: Writing         Effectiveness of instructions  
   

Time for prayer and reflection  Happily Ever After    

Emotional well-being    
Think about what you have done in the last couple of weeks (since we began remote learning) to look after yourself.  

Complete the Wellbeing Bingo activity attached. 
 

If you haven’t done many of the things listed, try to this week! 
 

‘Happily ever after’ is usually found at the end of a story that ends well. Many stories have their ups and downs, their problems and the solutions, their struggles 
and their victories. Most stories end when things have been sorted and life seems to be good. Fairy tales like Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and Cinderella 
have a happily ever after. How do these stories end?  
Last week, we were following the life of Joseph as he’d gone from his dad’s favourite son to a prison guard’s favourite prisoner. Well, events took an unexpected 
turn when the Pharaoh had a dream…   Read the next part of the story below. 
 

Reflection - Think of a time when someone has made you feel good with a kind word. Make a decision today to say something nice and consider the feelings of 
others. 

 Dear God, 
We know the power of kind words and we know that they can change a situation, they can improve a bad mood or even help us to think 

positively when we’re feeling sad. Let us, with the small words that we say, help others on their way to a ‘happily ever after’.  
Amen 

 
 

Morning everyone, Monday again! I hope you have all had a good weekend and are ready for another week of learning 
tasks. Please remember to submit all tasks that you complete J 

 

Please remember, the work set is a reflection of the work you would have been completing in class. Therefore, please ensure that the work 
you submit is also a reflection of the standard you would have produced in class.  

Spend another 30mins (minimum) reading a book of your choice quietly – or aloud if you’d like to. 
 
Please complete the attached comprehension ‘An Extract from George Taylor’s Diary’ – this is the first part of a longer 
comprehension; I have split it and you will complete the other questions tomorrow. 

Today I would like you to follow some instructions to evaluate the effectiveness of them.  
 

You can either look for some instructions of your own (recipe, ‘how to…’, etc) or you can follow the ones I’ve attached below. I 
would like the task to result in a final product (something you have made). Follow each step very carefully. If you do choose to 
follow a recipe, please make sure an adult is present. 
 

Whilst completing the task, please take photographs to show various stages. When you have finished, write a short paragraph about the 
effectiveness of the instructions you have followed. Think about: 
~ Were they clear? 
~ Were they precise? 
~ Did they include technical detail? 
~ The number of steps – too many? Not enough? Too much in one step? 
~ Did your product turn out as the instructions suggested it would? 
~ What would improve them? 
 

 

This week we continue with fractions, and today we look again at comparing and ordering.  
 

Year 6 – You are comparing and ordering fractions by looking for a common numerator to then compare the fractions using the 
denominator (the larger the denominator, the smaller the fraction). Watch the video below then complete your attached activity. 

https://vimeo.com/470094736 
 

Year 5 – You are continuing to build on your equivalent fraction knowledge to compare and order fractions less than 1 where the 
denominators are multiples of the same number. Watch the videos below the complete your attached activity (one sheet). 

 https://vimeo.com/500362215  https://vimeo.com/500381597 
 

 

 

 

 

The climates in Antarctica are obviously very different to the climates we experience in England. Today I would like you to begin by using the 
following link to explore exactly what it is like: https://discoveringantarctica.org.uk/oceans-atmosphere-landscape/a-changing-climate/ 
Specifically look at ‘Seasonal Change’, ‘The Climate Today’ and ‘The Climate of the Future’ and complete the activity in each section.  
Then write a short summary of what you have found out about the climates in Antarctica – present this in an interesting way!  
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Emotional well-being    Well-being Bingo 
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Pharaoh  

“I’m Pharaoh, king of Egypt and last night I had a most weird dream. I dreamt that I was standing 
by the river Nile when seven healthy, fat cows came up out of the river and started feeding on the 
grass at the side of the river. Suddenly, after them, came more cows, these cows were much much 
thinner and looked very unhealthy. Then the seven thin cows started eating the seven  fat cows. I 
woke up in a panic, but I realised it was just a dream, as I started drifting off I started dreaming 
again. In the second dream I saw seven heads of grain on a stalk, these heads of grain were plump, 
and then seven thin heads of grain sprang up, and they swallowed up the seven fatter heads of gain. 
As you can probably tell, I was shocked and confused about my dreams. I asked many of my palace 
officials to interpret my dreams, but they all said they didn’t know what the dreams meant. It was 
then that my butler told me about Joseph.” 

 

Butler  

“Remember me? I’m Brian, the Pharaoh’s butler. It’s been two years since I was released from prison. 
I’d completely forgotten about Joseph, well that was until the Pharaoh asked us if we knew anyone 
that could interpret dreams. Nobody throughout Egypt could interpret the dream, that is no one was 
brave enough, the Pharaoh’s a powerful man, if you interpreted the dream wrongly there’s no 
knowing what the Pharaoh may do. Anyway, I told the Pharaoh about Joseph and told him where 
Joseph could be found. I’ll never forget the relief on the Pharaoh’s face as he realised that there was 
someone that could help him.”  

 

Joseph may have thought that his conversation with the butler had been forgotten. 
Pharaoh’s dream reminds the butler of the conversation he’d had with Joseph two years 
before. The butler has a conversation with Pharaoh and Joseph is freed… 

We need to think about our actions and the things that we say to others. In this story, 
Joseph’s ‘bad time’ was changed in an instant. Although he’d been waiting for two 
years, one conversation between the butler and Pharaoh changed his situation. What we 
say today may not get someone out of prison, but a kind word may certainly brighten 
someone’s day. By thinking about others, being kind with our words and doing our own 
small acts of kindness, you may make a bigger difference than you think. We all have 
the ability to help create a happily ever after.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

Time for prayer and reflection 
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Maths Year 5 - Comparing and ordering fractions less than 1 
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Maths Year 6 – Comparing and ordering fractions (numerator) 
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Maths Year 6 – Comparing and ordering fractions (numerator) 
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English: Reading 
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  English: Reading 
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